Abstract-We propose a new access method for wireless multihop sensor networks. It reduces collisions due to hidden nodes, a source of significant energy dissipation. Our access method operates similarly to SMAC by alternating sleeping and active periods, but it does not use RTS/CTS. Instead, it adjusts the contention window so that the probability of collisions due to hidden nodes becomes negligible. We analyze the hidden node problem to derive expressions for the number of hidden nodes and the probability of collisions. We show the numerical results for different low power radios and validate our access method through simulation.
the same approach to reduce energy consumption in idle listening as SMAC [1] , which defines sleeping and active periods. The radio transceiver is switched on only during an active period. SMAC manages contention between nodes in a similar way to the IEEE 802.11 DCF [3] .
The second source of energy dissipation, namely frame collisions, arises in CSMA-based access methods. Although there exists collision-free access methods such as schedulebased TDMA or FDMA, CSMA-based methods are the most widely used techniques for multi-hop wireless networks, because of their simplicity and ability to work in a decentralized environment. We can cite SMAC [1] and WiseMAC [4] as examples of such access methods.
A wireless multi-hop sensor network should be dense to ensure that all nodes can is within the transmission range of two transmitters that are transmitting simultaneously so that the receiver captures neither frame. As each collision represents unnecessary energy dissipation, reducing collisions should be the main design objective of a CSMA-based access method. There are two main reasons for collisions: two nodes choose the same slot in a contention window or t-he hidden node problem [5] (a hidden node may corrupt a frame being transmitted, because it does not receive the signal of the transmitter). A significant part of collisions is due to this last problem.
In this paper, we propose a new access method that reduces collisions due to hidden nodes. It is similar to SMAC, but uses a different approach to avoid collisions caused by hidden nodes. We analyze the hidden nodes problem and show that it is possible to reduce the probability of collisions by setting correctly the contention window.
II. RELATED WORK Several authors dealt with the problem of hidden nodes, however there is no satisfactory solution that does not rely on out of band channels: BTMA (Busy Tone Multiple Access) provides a solution in a centralized system with a base station [5] , whereas DBTMA (Dual Busy Tone Multiple Access) offers a distributed solution for ad hoc networks [6] . Other solutions such as RTS/CTS proposed in MACA [7] only alleviates the problem by degenerating to ALOHA when hidden terminals are present [6] .
The hidden nodes problem in wireless multi-hop sensor networks was mainly addressed with two techniques: RTS/CTS [1] and Carrier Sense Tuning [4] , [8] .
RTS/CTS was basically designed to reduce the number of collisions due to hidden nodes by reserving the channel around both the sender and the receiver to protect frame transmission from being corrupted by hidden nodes. However, this method presents several problems when used in wireless multi-hop sensor networks:
. the energy consumption related to a RTS/CTS exchange is significant, * as data frames are usually small, the collision probability is the same for data frames as for RTS/CTS, so it does not make any difference if the technique is used or not, . it does not avoid collisions in multi-hop networks [9] , . it may lower the network capacity due to the exposed node problem, * it cannot be used for broadcast frames. Several MAC protocols have proposed to use Carrier Sense Tuning to cope with the hidden node problem 14], [8] Figure 1 ) and defer if the slot is sensed busy, otherwise it transmits its frame. When nodes are not synchronized, if the slot is twice the transmission time, they may collide only if they choose the same backoff interval (cf. Figure 2 ). With such a long slot, we make the effect of hidden nodes equivalent to the one of visible nodes in the short slot case, because a collision occurs only if a hidden node transmits at the same slot as the current transmission. In the rest of the paper, we will analyze the hidden node problem so that for a given density of the sensor network we will be able to estimate the probability of collisions due to hidden nodes. Then, we set the contention window CW so that the probability of collisions due to hidden nodes becomes negligible. 
IV. ANALYSIS OF THE HIDDEN NODES PROBLEM
We consider a sensor network in which node A wants to transmit a frame to node B (cf. Figure 3) . We assume the following propagation model:
This generic expression covers in fact two common models:
Free Space Two Ray Ground Re ection
GtGr H2 Hr2 =2 13 =4 where Gt (Gr) is the antenna gain at the transmitter (resp. at the receiver) and Ht (Hr) is the antenna height at the transmitter and (resp. at the receiver).
We defne the following sets of nodes:
.Nt, (A): the set of nodes able to detect transmissions of node A:
where E is the transmission range defied as:
The nodes are inside the dotted circle in 
A node outside this set cannot correctly decode the frames because of insuffcient signal strength. This set is delimited by the dashed circle in Figure 3 . 
where a2 -arccos uij and a3 arceos E. Finally, we obtain the following results.
Proposition 1: The number of hidden nodes is: I(r) = r TRup. The antenna gain for transmission and reception is the same for all nodes and fixed to I (Gr = Gt = 1). Figure 4 shows the area that contains hidden nodes in function ofthe distance between the sender-and the receiver for If we set r to the maximum reception range R, there will be no hidden nodes. Although this prevents collisions due to hidden nodes, it forces nodes to behave in a conservative way-many transmissions may be delayed because a receiver will often detect the carrier due to the large radio carrier sense range. In addition to that, increasing the carrier sense range may be not possible for physical reasons. Another problem with Carrier Sense Tuning is the presence ofphysical obstacles between nodes. In this case, increasing the radio carrier sense range does not solve the problem of hidden nodes.
B. Adjusting Contention Window
In this section, we propose a solution to the hidden nodes problem based on adjusting the contention window.
As the access method during active periods basically behaves as the 802.11 DCF, the probability that a node transmits in a slot is given by [10] :
This expression is based on the following assumptions: * nodes are greedy, i.e. nodes have always frames to send during the active period,
. there is no exponential backoff, . nodes do not decrement their contention counter when the channel is not idle2.
The first assumption is justified if we consider that in many sensor network applications, communications tend to synchronize the network, e.g. sensors decide to send their data at the same time such as during the route request operation or gathering sensor information. Then, we may compute probability Pc that a transmission attempt in a given slot ends up as a collision involving either a visible node or a hidden node. We consider that each slot is composed of two phases (which is different from the standard 802.11 DCF): a node first performs CCA of duration tCCA to sense the channel state and then transmits if the channel is free. Only the visible nodes that start their slots at the same instant as the transmission may cause a collision: it can be seen from Figure 1 that only if stations X and A perform CCA at the same instant, they will both observe the channel free and eventually collide3. We call ps the fraction of the visible nodes that may cause a collision. Assuming that the nodes have independently distributed time references and that a transmission needs to last the entire tCCA interval for a station to detect an ongoing transmission, PS = 2 x tCCA tSLOT A transmission is successful if: 1) no node, among n., (r) nodes, transmits in the same slot.
This implies that it did not overhear the transmission in the channel assessment phase. Pv (1 _ T)n,(r)XpS. 2) no node, among nh(r) nodes, transmits in the same slot. and finally we obtain:
We could use this expression to dynamically adjust CW so that collision probability Pc stays under a given value. However, notice that the contention window CW depends on r, the distance between the sender and the receiver applying this result for controlling CW is quite difficult, because all the nodes in the network should know the distance between nodes willing to communicate. To avoid this problem, we can use a static value of CW by taking r -R, which corresponds to the worst case when the distance between nodes is equal 2it is only decremented once when the channel is sensed busy (which is not the case in 802.11, in fact).
3This mechanism marginally extends the backoff between transmissions, but we neglect its impact on the transmission probability used bellow.
to the signal reception range R. In this case, the contention window becomes:
where n = nh(R) + n,(R) x p8. Collision probability Fig. 7 . Contention Window in function of collision probability for ZigBee. Figure 7 shows the required value of CW to obtain a given collision probability (ZigBee radio parameters).
VI. SIMULATIONS We have used ns2 to evaluate the performance of the proposed method for avoiding the hidden nodes problem: we compare Adjusting Contention Window with Carrier Sense Tuning. We have set up the following simulation experiment:
* 30 nodes are uniformly distributed in a 40mx40m square, * we use the parameters of the Freescale's MC13192 radio transceiver with a bandwidth of 250Kbps and a radio transmission range of about 20m (resulting from the Two Ray Ground propagation model with antenna height of 0.Im), * we randomly pick two nodes, a source and a destination, and make sure that they are not reachable in one hop, * the source node broadcasts 50 frames of 60 bytes at a constant bit rate (the inter-frame interval is set to 2ms),
. each node re-broadcasts only once the frame it receives, . we use the MAC protocol described in Section III with two different values of a slot (32yts and 3840,us, twice the transmission of a maximum sized frame), * we set three different values for the carrier sense threshold: TRcs(0.5R), TRcs(0.7R), and TRCS(R), which correspond to CS = 0.5, 0.7 and 1 according to (Eq. 17) * each point in the figures represents the average of 10 values. We can distinguish two types of collisions: those due to contention when a visible node tries to access the channel during the same slot and collisions due to hidden nodes. A collision with a hidden node occurs if the distance between two transmitters is larger that the signal transmission range, otherwise it is a collision due to channel contention. Figures 8 and 9 show the observed collision probability due to hidden nodes. We can notice that it strongly depends on the -~~~~~C S=00 -+- corresponds to CS = 0.5 (TRCs(0.5R)), for which we can see that the collision probability decreases with the increase of the contention window. If we choose a threshold of an acceptable collision probability, we can find the contention window for which the collisions will be negligible. We also notice that the collision probability is significantly smaller when the slot time is large (3840,as). Figure 10 show an inverse phenomenon-the collision probability due to contention increases with the radio carrier sense range (we only show the graph for the short slot of 32 ,ss, the graph is almost the same for the long slot of 3840 p,s). 
